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Hidden personality 
A sudden mirage was thy call 

Showering me with dreams and wishes 
Articulated by your beautiful words 

I shone each day dazzled by thee 
Eager to see a glimpse of your image 

When I knew not this image was far from real 
Where a dark shadow lurks hiding reality 

Leaving none but memories that will forever sail 
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Mysterious friend 
Moments ago I was sitting alone in agony  

Humble with my face dipped into my palms 
Out in the cold hugging my trembling tucked knee 

All I was longing for was a loving arm 
To embrace my bleeding heart and banish every bit of misery 

Numbness was a veiled form of my suicide… but 
Mysterious morning I woke and was a day of glory 
A day when you revealed thyself no more to hide 
I never imagined a great friend like thee existed 

Never have I seen anyone as good as thyself 
None will ever show the goodness your heart has offered 
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Nature smiled 
Many have touched my heart and passed by  
Hurting and leaving scar where they rested 

Out in darkness I was left each moment  
After moments of such sweet affection 

Each nature had spoken and showed me signs 
That none was true and that I had not yet found that friend 

Mountains stared back at me in silence  
All the stars seemed so apart proving my loneliness 

Inks that stroke perfect words seemed to dry out 
Now that I have reached out to a mysterious friend 

None would dare show sad signs but smiles of approval 
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Sweet September 
When the mountains stayed still  

Staring back into my depressed eyes 
They proved they had frozen out of panic  

When rivers and fountains run down 
They kept reminding me their cries along with my tears 

When trees moved harshly by the blowing wind  
They show their intoxicated moods for my hurting 

When the wind blew brushing me away  
It tried to clear away the agony drowning me  

When the rain fall and washed my body  
It helped me spare my tears for the next day  

So I won’t dry it out and be tearless 
But when the time went by  

And when months passed by  
It planted a great hope in my heart 

That I finally came to reach  
A blissful moment when I met you  

And a moment that made me whisper 
I will always smile and remember  

The day I smiled back in that precious September 
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